Splunk Data Stream Processor

Become a Splunk Data Stream Processor Expert

You're an experienced user of Splunk Data Stream Processor now and use it to accomplish daily tasks, as well as to achieve larger operational goals. The action-oriented articles on this page teach you how to optimize Splunk Data Stream Processor so that you and your team can be as efficient and successful as possible.

- **Converting logs into metrics**

Discover More Splunk Resources

The world of Splunk resources is vast. In addition to the self-help resources available here on Splunk Lantern, try some of these.

- **Splunk Tech Talks**: Deep-dives for technical practitioners
- **Splunk Product Guidance**: A free Splunk-built app that provides robust guidance for numerous use cases and tasks, without navigating away from the product
- **Splunkbase**: Splunkbase has 1000+ apps and add-ons from Splunk, our partners and our community. Find an app or add-on for most any data source and user need
- **Splunk Community**: A group of customers, partners, and Splunk employees (Splunkers) who share their knowledge and experience with other users
- **Splunk Answers**: Ask questions. Get answers. Find technical product solutions from passionate members of the Splunk community
- **Splunk Success Framework**: Succeed as a program manager
or organizational leader in implementing and maintaining a thriving Splunk program.